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Abstract. Studies in the field of elasticised woven fabrics made of Co/ PBT yarns indicate great 

potential of PBT use in woven fabrics. Weaving experiments demonstrate that elasticity of 

Co/PBT fabrics gained after treatment depends not only on woven fabric settings but also on on-

loom settings. Therefore, it is difficult to predict precisely the degree of shrinkage of the Co/PBT 

fabric after treatment. Six samples of woven fabrics were produced, three samples with the pre-

treated core spun Co/PBT weft, each in a different weave. Other three samples were woven with 

untreated core spun Co/PBT weft, in the same weaves and afterwards the samples were treated. 

The results indicated big differences between samples with pre-treated Co/PBT yarns in weft 

direction and samples treated after weaving.   

1.  Introduction 

The theme of elastic fabrics is well researched topic, however the general use of elastic fabric in 

everyday life dictates further search for new, and better products. The usual production of elastic woven 

fabric is performed by weaving with elastic yarns, which affects the production process, the final product 

price and applicable properties. Studies in the field of elasticised woven fabrics made of Co/ PBT yarns 

indicate great potential of PBT use in woven and knitted fabrics. PBT (polybutylene terephthalate) is a 

textured polyester filament yarn with chemical structure that enable permanent elastic properties (stretch 

and recovery), which are achieved by the finishing processes.  [1, 2]  

Previous studies of elastic woven fabric containing PBT yarns were carried out on finished fabrics 

(treated in a boiling water at 100 °C for 30 min.), wherein the fabrics obtained elastic properties. By 

weaving point of view, this is an ideal solution, since the process of weaving is undemanding compared 

to weaving with elastic yarns. Properties of finished Co/PBT woven fabrics are of great dependence on 

constructional parameters. [3, 4, 5] 

During the finishing process of Co/PBT fabric PBT filaments gain elastic properties, at the same 

time occurs shrinkage and swelling of cotton fibers. Shrinkage of Co/PBT yarns in the loose state differs 

from shrinkage in the clamped state (meaning yarns in fabric structure), which is affected by many 

factors, particularly by the weave and thread density. A larger number of interlacing points in the 

structure means more friction surfaces that inhibit the contraction of fibers/threads in the fabric.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Weaving experiments demonstrate that elasticity of Co/PBT fabrics gained after finishing depends 

not only on woven fabric settings (the share of PBT component in the yarn; the yarn structure and already 

mentioned fabrics settings) but also on on-loom settings (thread tension, speed, weft insertion 

technology, etc.). Therefore, it is difficult to predict precisely the degree of shrinkage of the Co/PBT 

fabric after finishing. By producing woven samples out of treated and untreated Co/PBT yarns, all with 

the same production parameters, we tried to demonstrate the influence of fabrics setting and sequence 

of treatment process (finishing) onto the fabric properties. 

2.  Experimental part 

2.1.  Sample preparation 

All woven samples were produced on the sample loom Minifaber, on the same warp and with the same 

on-loom setting (Table 1).  

 

Table 1. On-loom settings 

Warp yarns  Warp density (yarns/cm) Weft density (yarns/cm)  

Cotton, Tt = 16  22 15 

 

For the purpose of the research, six samples of woven fabrics were produced. Three of them 

contained PBT in weft as a cotton PBT core yarn, where PBT is core yarn. They were woven in three 

different weaves and afterwards samples were treated in boiling water to gain elasticity. Also other three 

fabrics contained PBT in weft direction as a cotton PBT core yarn, except the Co/PBT weft yarn was 

previously treated in boiling water and afterwards samples were woven in three different weaves. The 

sample designation is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Sample designation 

Sample designation Weft Yarn Weave Treatment 

Co/PBT – UN1 Co/ PBT core spun yarn 

40 tex with PBT core 

yarn 83 dtex 

plain 
Fabrics treated in 

boiling water  
Co/PBT – UN2 Twill 1/3 Z 

Co/PBT – UN3 Twill 1/5 Z 

Co/PBT – TR1 Co/ PBT core spun yarn 

40 tex with PBT core 

yarn 83 dtex 

plain Co/PBT yarn treated 

in boiling water before 

weaving 

Co/PBT – TR2 Twill 1/3 Z 

Co/PBT – TR3 Twill 1/5 Z 

2.2.  Methods used 

After weaving and thermal treatment, basic properties of yarns and woven fabrics were analyzed:  

 

 dimensional change (shrinkage) of Co/PBT yarn after treatment,  

 number of threads per unit length - warp and weft density, SIST EN 1049-2, 

 warp and weft crimp percentage in woven fabric, ISO 7211-3:1984, 

 mass per unit area, SIST EN 12127, 

 thickness, ISO 5084:1996, 

 dimensional changes of treated fabrics, ISO 3759:2011, 

 air permeability (Air-Tronic, Mesdan), ISO 9237:1995. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Dimensional changes (shrinkage) of samples in warp and weft directions were assessed according to 

the standard before and after thermal treatment. Dimensional changes of Co/PBT yarn after treatment 

were assessed by measuring the yarn length before and after treatment in boiling water. During treatment 

in boiling water for 30 minutes, in loose condition, the Co/PBT yarn shrunk by 36,5 %, which 

consequently resulted in a change of yarn fineness. 

 Pictures of samples were obtained using the stereo microscope 65.560 NOVEX with the digital 

camera CMEX 5000, magnification 6.5 x 0.65 (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Co/PBT – UN1_ before treatment  Co/PBT – UN1_ after treatment  

  

Co/PBT – UN2_ before treatment  Co/PBT – UN2_ after treatment  

  

Co/PBT – UN3_ before treatment  Co/PBT – UN3_ after treatment  

Figure 1: Pictures of samples before and after treatment 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Thickness and mass per unit area of samples 

Sample 

designation 

Thickness (mm) Mass per unit area (g/m2) 

Before 

treatment 

After 

treatment 

Difference 

(%) 

Before 

treatment 

After 

treatment 

Difference 

(%) 

Co/PBT – UN1 0,35 0,61 74,3 110,75 124,14 12,1 

Co/PBT – UN2 0,47 0,93 97,9 117,75 151,46 28,6 

Co/PBT – UN3 0,46 1,24 169,6 118 196,2 66,3 

Co/PBT – TR1 0,39 /  137,1 /  

Co/PBT – TR2 0,53 /  145,5 /  

Co/PBT – TR3 0,58 /  145,4 /  

 

The fabric structure affected changes (thickness and weight) that occur after treatment dramatically. 

The longer the floats (in twill 1/5 Z) the higher contraction after treatment, thus increased weight more 

than 60 % and increased thickness for 169,6 % of sample Co/PBT-UN3. There is a noticeable difference 

between samples made of pre-treated Co/PBT yarns and samples threated after weaving.  

The differences in thickness and weight values of Co/PBT-TR samples derived only from floating 

length and thus ability of thread contraction. 

 

Table 4. Warp and weft yarns per unit length (density) and crimp of warp and weft yarns 

Sample 

designation 

Warp/weft density (yarns/10 cm) Warp /weft crimp (%) 

Before 

treatment 

After 

treatment 

Difference 

(%) 

Before 

treatment 

After 

treatment 

Difference 

(%) 

Co/PBT – UN1 208/154 248/170 19,3/10,4 9,5/9,5 11/11,4 15,8/20 

Co/PBT – UN2 210/152 290/166 38,1/9,2 9,5/8,7 12,1/18.9 27,4/117,2 

Co/PBT – UN3 210/152 369/164 75,7/7,9 4,5/14,3 11,8/36 162,2/151,7 

Co/PBT – TR1 212/148 /  6,4/7,9 /  

Co/PBT – TR2 220/150 /  3,6/7,3 /  

Co/PBT – TR3 220/150 /  5/5,1 /  

 

After treatment, thread density of Co/PBT-UN1 sample was increased 19,3% in warpwise and 10% 

in weftwise, while these values of Co/PBT-UN2 sample in warp-and weftwise were increased 38% and 

9% respectively, and values of Co/PBT-UN3 sample in warp-and weftwise were increased 75,7% and 

8% respectively. When compered the warp density of Co/PBT-UN samples, the fabrics with longer weft 

floats had higher warp density. As it was expected, the opposite phenomenon was observed for warp 

and weft crimp percentage. After treatment, the samples with longer floats and increased warp density 

had higher weft crimp percentage (Co/PBT-UN3: increased for more than 150%).  

The results shown in Table 4, revealed that all Co/PBT-TR samples had similar warp and weft density 

with minor deviation due to different weaves. The lowest weft crimp percentage was obtained from 

Co/PBT-TR3 fabric sample following by Co/PBT-TR2 and 1 fabric samples. These samples exhibited 

similar properties as those of conventional cotton fabrics. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Air permeability (measurement conditions: 100 cm2, 100 Pa) and dimensional changes 

Sample 

designation 

Air permeability 
Dimensional changes (shrinkage) of 

fabrics after treatment 

Before 

treatment 

(l/min) 

After 

treatment 

(l/min) 

Difference 

(%) 

Warpwise 

(%) 

Weftwise 

(%) 

Co/PBT – UN1 126,1 56,5 -55,1 -12,8 -18,6 

Co/PBT – UN2 185,7 60,9 -67,2 -11,1 -34,15 

Co/PBT – UN3 196,5 63 -67,9 -10,8 -46,45 

Co/PBT – TR1 109,6 /  / / 

Co/PBT – TR2 120,92 /  / / 

Co/PBT – TR3 135,44 /  / / 

 

The air permeability values of the Co/PBT fabric samples before and after treatment as well as values 

of the Co/PBT samples made of pre-treated yarns were given in table 5. After treatment, the values of 

air permeability of Co/PBT-UN samples were decreased for more than 50%, while these values of 

samples with pre-treated Co/PBT weft yarns demonstrated better air permeability properties ( with more 

than 100 l/min). The results and pictures revealed that treatment of Co/PBT samples after weaving 

worsened the air permeability significantly, since the fabrics with longer floats had very dense surface 

(Figure 1). 

After treatment, the dimensional changes of Co/PBT-UN samples had negative values in both 

directions, meaning shrinkage after treatment and thus denser surface structure. Shrinkage values were 

approximately 10%. The highest shrinkage value in warpwise was obtained from Co/PBT-UN3 sample. 

The results revealed that weave structure with longer floats had tendency to excessive dimensional 

changes. 

3.  Conclusion 

The results indicated big difference between samples with pretreated Co/PBT yarns in weft direction 

and Co/PBT samples treated after weaving: 

 

 the samples with Co/PBT in weft direction treated after weaving had higher weight and higher 

thickness, these values increased in dependence on the weave (length of floating threads), 

 the differences in thickness and weight values of Co/PBT-TR samples were slightly higher 

comparing to untreated Co/PBT-UN samples and derived only from floating length and thus 

ability of thread contraction, 

 after treatment, the thread density of Co/PBT-UN samples were increased and these affected 

higher warp and weft shrinkage, where it is obvious that samples with longer floats and 

increased warp density had higher crimp percentage weft wise. 

 3D fabric surface, achieved by treatment and thus shrinkage of Co/PBT-UN samples, were 

similar to crêpe fabrics and gave a sense of fabric soft touch. However, there were two 

disadvantages, the decreased values of air permeability and excessive dimensional changes in 

terms of change of width of the fabric. 
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Abstract. “Denim” like knitted fabric is a new trend combining the appearance of woven
denim with the knitted structures’ characteristics such as flexibility, softness, wrinkle
resistance, user-friendliness, and comfortable. According to the requirements of markets, it can
be obviously seen that, this fabric will be a new era for denim industry which can be
competitive with woven denim garments. This study presents general information and
literature survey about denim production, knitted denim structures and their characteristics.

1. Introduction
Denim garments have been fashionable in the world since mid-19th century. This is something to
come together of both the fabric and colour. They have several advantages compared with other types
of clothing. All the adjectives: comfortable, adventurous, relaxing, attractive, aggressive, smart,
casual, dynamic, energetic, aesthetically appealing, timelessly fashionable or creative define denim not
only as a style in fashion but as something more: a lifestyle. This explains why generation after
generation finds the denims as a material of first choice for casual wear [1].

The denim fabric was used for jeans and first for the miners, ranch hands and farmers. They were
durable and a man could spend all day panning without giving a thought to his pants. The original
production is “twill weave” which is accepted as made dirt and stains less visible, flexible and
comfortable. It is produced by yarn-dyed (originally pure indigo dye: rich-purplish-blue colour) spun
yarns of cotton or its synthetic blends (Fig.1) [2]. It is a characteristic of most indigo denim that only
the warp threads are dyed, whereas the colour of weft threads remains plain white. As a result of the
warp-faced twill weaving, one side of the fabric shows the coloured warp threads and the other side
shows the white weft threads [3].



Figure 1. Woven denim fabric [2]

Such woven denim fabrics have highly durability and dimensional stability, whereas they have less
extensibility to accommodate body movement and they are quite susceptible to wrinkling [4]. Knitted
fabric has special properties that make it suitable for creating a wide range of garments and accessories
like tights, underwear and other close fitting garments [5, 6]. It is, therefore, an object of new
investigations to provide “denim” like knitted fabrics, which overcomes the above-noted
disadvantages (Fig.2). The previous experiences proved that a denim fabric having good wrinkle
resistance and improved stretch which contribute to the ease of care and long lasting neat appearance.

Furthermore, the knitted method improves the softness and comfort ability of the fabrics and, if
indigo dyed yarn is used, colour-fading feature can be also achieved [4].

Figure 2. “Denim” like knitted fabrics [7, 8]

One of the researches indicated that "denim" effect on knitted fabric can be produced by three types
of technologies: a) Float plated technology, b) Thread fleece, c) Interlock plated jacquard. In float
plated technology, the structure with knit and float stitches by using knit and sinker cams as well as
sinkers to do a knit on one side of the fabric and a very tight float on the other where the float gives
the woven effects. Depending on the cylinder cam arrangement, the machine can generate one-, two-
and three-needle floats. The production technique of 2-thread fleece fabric is given in Fig.3. By using
the interlock plated jacquard technique, it is not possible to get the denim effect and the denim fabric’s
stiffness [4].



Figure 3. Needle notation diagram and cam arrangement of 2-thread fleece fabric [9]

“Denim” like knitted fabrics are preferable due to the softness, breathable, flexible, wrinkle
resistance, user-friendliness, comfortable and fashionable characteristics. It is also available in
attractive indigo blue shades and is made for variety of applications. The comfort ability of “denim”
like knitted fabrics as well its stretch ability makes the fabric mold and move easily with body
movement thereby creating huge demand to the customers (Fig.4) [5].

Figure 4. Examples of “denim” like knitted clothes [10-13]

2. Literature
The literature survey showed that there are some patents about the production process of “denim” like
knitted fabrics and products as follows:

Quinnen, developed a dyeing process for the indigo dyed cotton yarn suitable for machine knitting
and knitted fabrics. The dyeing process is comprising passing a cotton rope consisting of a plurality of
yarn threads through a plurality of baths of indigo dyed liquor, allowing the dye to oxidize by



exposure to air between each bath, and winding each of the said thread separately to provide an indigo
dyed yarn in a form suitable for knitting. The threads are wound onto individual spools, which may be
rotated on a common shaft, or by individual motors. The indigo-dyed knitted cotton fabric produced
shows the fading by abrasion, rather than washing out, normally associated with denim [14].

Rastogi and Oswal developed a process for the preparation of indigo dyed yarn for use in the
manufacture of knitted fabric by a knitting machine comprising in the steps of, forming a dyed rope of
yarn by the steps of indigo dyeing; individualizing the yarn of said dyed rope; forming separate
packages of the yarn on separate spools of fixed ends; preparing individual hanks of each yarn end of
each spool by hank maker; converting said hanks into individual cones of single yarn [15].

Shin designed denim-like knitted trousers which were suitable to each season and compared their
properties to woven denim fabrics. He reported that this type of trouser was more advantageous than
woven type except dimensional stability and strength properties [16].

Besides patents, there are also scientific researches about investigation of “denim” like knitted
fabrics’ characteristics, however they are relatively few.

Gokarneshan et al. studied the denim effect in different knit structures, such as float plated, 2
thread fleece and single jersey. They measured the extension, spirality, cpi, wpi, loop length, weight,
fastness (to dry cleaning, laundering, perspiration and rubbing) of the fabrics. The results show that,
the fastness values of all three knit structures are similarly high. The spirality characteristics of the
float plated and two thread fleece fabrics are less. Loop length values are same and cpi/wpi for float
plated and single jersey fabrics are higher than two thread fleece yarn. Float plated fabric has the
lowest extension characteristic. The float plated fabric has similar thickness and weight values
compared with woven denim fabric. In the second part of their studies, they applied enzyme wash to
float plated and 2 thread fleece fabrics and measured again the fastness properties of these fabrics.
They stated that they give similar fastness values after enzyme wash [4].

Değirmenci and Çelik were the other researchers having various studies on “denim” like knitted
fabric. In one of their study, they applied a questionnaire about denim clothes and tried to obtain the
similarities of knitted denim and traditional woven denim fabrics. Consumer preferences, colour,
fashion, price, comfort, elasticity, durability etc. characteristics were  led in  the  questionnaire.
According to the results of questionnaire it is demonstrated that durability is the most important
parameter for the students. Price, elasticity and comfort are also important [17].

In another study, they investigated the effect of laundering on the dimensional stability of the
“denim” like knitted fabrics and aimed to determine the optimum structural parameters for more
resistant knitted fabric after several launderings without losing their denim view. They produced
eighteen “denim” like knitted fabrics by varying the yarn count and the material used as fleecy (inlay)
yarn. They stated that the laundering has significant effect on the dimensional stability of the fabrics
and the shrinkage values were acceptable according to the standard AATCC 135. According to their
results, using polyester yarn and/or blended yarns as fleecy yarn was quite suitable to design
dimensionally stable denim-like knitted fabric [18].

They also analysed the compatibility of denim viewed knitted fabrics to the use as denim jeans
according to the strength and extension properties of these fabrics in a further study. In the fabric
production, regenerated cellulosic fibres were used and they compared the test results with the fabrics
produced by cotton fibre. They found that all the fabrics were compatible to the use according to the
strength values (TS 11266).  The lengthwise extension of the samples was notably high so the clothes
which would be produced by these fabrics can withstand to burst pressure without any hole. The raw
material used as fleecy yarn did not affect bursting strength parameter significantly. The count of
fleecy yarn was more important than the raw material of fleecy yarn on the extension of the fabrics
[19]. The effects of raw material and count of fleecy yarn on thermal comfort properties of these
fabrics were also examined, as well. They measured the thermal comfort properties such as air
permeability, water vapor permeability, thermal resistance and thermal absorptivity. They found that
jeggings manufactured by the use of “denim” like knitted fabrics have considerably similar look to
those of the traditional woven denim fabrics. According to test results, when the fleecy yarn thickness



decreased, the air permeability increased. The hairiness of the fleecy yarn was effective on the air
permeability of the fabric. The most air permeable fabric was fabric produced with 30/1Ne 100%
viscose fleecy yarn. Additionally, it was found that the fabrics which have bamboo and modal fleecy
yarns are suitable for summer wear [20].

Didar et al. produced knit and tuck denim knitted fabrics and compared with conventional woven
denim in accordance with physical (weight, pilling, bursting strength, shrinkage, spirality and air
permeability) and colour fastness properties (to rubbing and washing). The results indicated that the
shrinkage % values of the denim knit products are higher than woven denim fabric. The spirality for
knit denim is slightly more than tuck denim, whereas both the fabric shows greater spirality compared
to woven denim. Colour fastness to wash and rubbing for both knitted denim fabric is better than
woven denim fabric. They found that the developed knitted fabrics (tuck denim and knit denim) are
softer and comfortable as well as less complicated to be produced [5].

3. Conclusion
People’ lives have changed, and they in particular need clothes that look good, suit their style, and
perform well in all the moments of their life, from professional, to active, family and social life.
Knitted fabrics not only possess stretch and provide freedom of movement, but they also have good
handle and easily transmit vapor from the body. “Denim” like knitted fabric is a new trend combining
the appearance of woven denim with the knitted structures’ characteristics such as flexibility, softness
and comfortable. In looking at industry mega trends, it is no secret that active wear garments have
been increasing, particularly yoga wear, and sales of denim have been declining as a result.  The
companies wanted do something as part of the denim industry so that denim could capitalize on the
active trend [12].  According to the requirements of markets, it can be obviously seen that, this fabric
will be a new era for denim industry which can be competitive with woven denim garments.
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Abstract. The equilibrium of the masses and the mechanical properties between the warp and
the weft is a determining factor for the quality of the woven fabrics. When the fabric has a
multi-layered structure and is designed for protective clothing, the uniform distribution of the
elastical resistance acquires a paramount importance for the consumer properties. Isotropy in
the sense of absolute equalising of the properties between the base and the weft evaluates the
achieved optimum cohesion between the weaving threads and directs the weaving cycle
settings. The possible variation of the ratio between the elastic modules of the warp and the
weft, depending on the weft spacing and the warp tension, is the basic idea of this article.

1. Introduction
Designing of a woven fabric goes through a variety of procedures and usually takes a long time, which
is inevitable in the mass production of textiles. However, when the woven fabric has a complex weave
with a multi-layered structure and a varied fibrous composition of the threads, the requirements for it
are related to the general equilibrium between the warp and the weft. If the fabric is intended for
protective garment, operational expectations add new requirements to its quality and properties.

The strength of the fabric is paramount in determining its quality. From this point of view, the
fabric project focuses on the useful equalising of the mechanical resistance in the direction of the warp
and the weft threads. Well-known studies of the multi-layer fabrics as well as the technological
experience have identified two main factors for variation the structure and the properties of fabrics
during the weaving cycle: weft spacing and stretching of the warp.

The subject of this article is the variation of ratio between the elastic module on warp and on weft
for woven double fabric with a cotton face layer and a wool reverse layer. The aim of the work is to
establish the relationship between the fabric structure and its possible plain isotropy. Performance
tasks include: literary research, conducting a planned experiment, processing the results with analysis
and discussion.

2. Theory assumptions
In spite of their spatial structure, the textiles are regarded as lamellas. One of the reasons is that the
thickness of the fabric is many times smaller than its length and width. The other reason is that the
establishment of the basic quality of the fabric, i.e. its strength is achieved by applying forces and
deformations along its plain surface.



For two-dimensional continuous mediums, the theory of the elasticity [3] considers the stress-strain
process as a homogenous in the thickness z of the fabric. The deformation tensor is a function of the
surface coordinates only, such as x and y, and does not depend on z. From the boundary conditions of
the stresses on the surface of the fabric subjected to longitudinal forces [3], the stresses on the
normal vector (z) are negligible:. = 0 ⎯⎯ = = = 0 (1)

The isotropy of homogeneous materials is subject to study in three research areas.
First of all, the theory of elasticity [3] and the elasticity in a continuous medium [5] define the

isotropy as the equation of the components of the material tensor = ∀ , , ,⎯⎯⎯ , regardless of
their location in the matrix, i.e. regardless of target .= = = (2)

Also, for the isotropic materials the external load is expressed as a function of the stress tensor by
the following way:

- Either as a symmetrical function of the fundamental stress , and ;
- Either as a function of the stress tensor invariants .
Secondly, the theory of plasticity [6] and [5] describes the elastic behaviour of the isotropic

materials by only one modulus of elasticity - , one Poisson’s coefficient and one bending modulus
- . In this case, the orthogonal symmetry of the stress-strain process does not depend on the
orientation of the coordinate system. Moreover, the elastic isotropicity can be achieved for a body with
a crystalline structure, which is made up of oriented anisotropic elements. These are the textile fibres.

The third is the rheological equation of the state of the bodies or fluids [7] - = ( ).
In the absence of shear deformations , then the normal stress does not depend on the

orientation of the surface under consideration:∀ , → = 0 → = = (3)
In this case, the stress-strain process treats the material as homogeneous and isotropic.
The fabric, however is complicated the weave, or the fibrous composition of the threads is varied,

has clearly defined parameters of the plain orthotropy. On the one hand, the fabric can be examined as
a two-dimensional body. On the other hand, the perpendicular interlacing of the warp threads and the
weft threads implicitly determines the orientation of the two-dimensional coordinate system.

Given the particularities of the weaving technics and the contexture of the woven fabrics, the
isotropy can not be expected as the quality of the textile product in the theoretical sense of the term.
The logical distinction between the elastic behaviour of the fabric on warp and on weft is subject to
description by examining the corresponding elastic modules: and .

The ratio between the two property indicators is an universal evaluation of the variation of the
fabric plain orthotropy, depending on its contexture. In this case, interest is the way by which the
elasticity modulus , or of Young, can be calculated from the experimental rheograms. The different
sources [1], [8] and [9] determine the approximate limits of elasticity as the visible end of the linear
part from the experimental rheogram. From this point of view, the coordinates of the boundary elastic
elongation [ ] and the boundary elastic force of the reaction [ ] , can be indicated with sufficient
precision, and then the modulus of elasticity N is available for calculation:= [ ][ ] , (4)

3. Experimental work
The experimental work is carried out in industrial conditions and covers all stages of fabrication of the
weaving threads up to fabrication of the fabric and the metrological testing of the various variants.



3.1. Experimental sets

3.1.1. Fibrous composition and structure of double woven fabric
The weaving threads for the double fabric with cotton face and wool reverse sides are the result of a
preliminary experimental work whose results are consistently published [12, 13 and 14].

The distribution of the yarns and the man-made twisted silks towards the warp and the weft is as
follows:

 Warp threads for the face fabric: = 20 2, 100% ;
 Warp/weft threads for the face/reverse fabric: = 16.2 (8.4 − + 7.6 − );
 Weft thread for the reverse fabric: = 40 1, 100% .
The weave of the double fabric is a result of an autonomous development, which is protected by the

patents [11]. The contexture of the double woven fabric with multilayer structure is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1, Warp direction contexture of the double woven fabric

Double woven fabric for protective garment includes face and reverse fabrics. The face fabric is
made up of four twill weaves with a warp effect of interlacing and diagonal furrows from bottom to
top and from left to right with four warp threads and four weft threads. The reverse fabric is made up
of four twill weaves with a warp effect of interlacing and diagonal furrows from bottom to top and
from right to left with three warp threads and three weft threads. The obtained common double fabric
contains fourteen warp threads and fourteen weft threads.

The bonding of the two fabrics is accomplished by interlacing of the fourth warp thread 4 with the
third weft thread 3 and the eleventh warp thread 11 with the tenth weft thread 10 . The two linkages
between the face and the reverse fabric combine the face and the reverse sublayers into an
intermediate layer of chemical fibres.

The three-layered structure of the double fabric is due to the particular combination of three types
of threads. The warp threads of the fabric are from twisted cotton yarn. The weft threads of the reverse
fabric are made from single wool (worsted) yarn. The weft threads of the face fabric and the warp
threads of the reverse fabric are from twisted viscose rayon with synthetic silk (polyamide or
polyester) and are at least twice as thin as the cotton or the wool yarns. These threads form
respectively the face and the reverse sublayer of chemical fibres in the double fabric. The connections
between the two fabrics are due to the additional interlacing between the silk threads. In this way,
three separate layers are formed in the relatively independent two fabrics: face and reverse. The outer,
face layer of the fabric is composed predominantly of cotton fibres with high density. The inner,
reverse layer of the fabric is composed predominantly of wool fibres with reduced density and



increased porosity and fluffiness. The intermediate, bonding layer is located between the face and the
reverse layers and remains hidden inside the fabric. This layer is made up by the face and reverse
sublayers of the twisted chemical silks.

3.1.2. Technological and metrological equipment
The experimental samples are made on the weaving loom with flexible rapiers - Vamatex Leonardo
P1001es. Dynamometric tests are performed on a Titan - Universal Tester Model 510 dynamometer.
Tests comply with strip method EN ISO 13934-1 or ASTM D 5035, [8]. The microscopic photos of
the facial and packing surfaces of the fabric are made using a Leica MS microscope.

3.1.3. Experimental planning
The experimental work was carried out on the basis of a central composite rotatory experiment (D-
plans) with two factors. In this case the first factor is the weft spacing - [ ⁄ ], and the
second factor is the stretching of the warp - [ ]. These types of plans by regression analysis
give the possibility of compiling second-order optimization polynomials:( ; ) = + ∑ + + ∑ (5)

3.2. Run the experiment
The order of the experimental samples is determined by the random principle. After weaving the given
variants, the fabric was left to relax for 48 hours. The test specimens for the dynamometer were then
prepared in accordance with the standard requirements.

3.3. Experimental results and statistical treatment
Figure 2 shows the rheograms of the dynamometric tests on the warp direction, and Figure 4 – the

weft direction.

Figure 2, Dynamometer rheograms of the warp direction resistance

Also, the method for practical determination of the boundary elastic reaction [ ] and the
boundary elastic elongation [ ] is shown.



Figure 3, Dynamometer rheograms of the weft direction resistance

The calculated values of the Young’s modulus - [ ] from the tested samples on warp and weft
are filled in Table 1. It gives the primary results of the experimental variants through which the
regression coefficients can be calculated.

Table 1, Experimental planning of the variants levels and laboratory results

Variants

Factor 1 - + - + -1,4142 1,4142 0 0 0

Factor 2 - - + + 0 0 -1,4142 1,4142 0

F1-weft
spacing

447 553 447 553 425 575 500 500 500

F2-warp
tension

7,00 7,00 9,10 9,10 8,00 8,00 6,50 9,50 8,00

№ variant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9x5 vars

Properties Dynamometer results

Ewarp [N] 5817 6674 5765 6865 6321 6430 6975 6878 6726

Eweft [N] 2856 2780 3314 2602 2886 3443 2609 3302 3071

Rwarp/weft 1,99 2,20 1,97 2,63 2,33 1,76 2,48 2,19 2,20

Table 2 gives the regression coefficients of the optimization polynomial for the elastic modulus on
warp - , the elastic weft module - , as well as the ratio between them.

Table 2, Coefficient of regression of the optimising polynom

Coefficients of regression

b0 b1 b2 b12 b11 b22 f Fr

Ewarp [N] 6740,1 211,0 56,6 -34,8 -260,1 -2,7 9 2,16

Eweft [N] 3070,1 -190,7 -96,1 -151,3 -5,4 -87,9 8 3,40

Rw/w 2,18 0,21 0,10 0,12 -0,07 0,08 7 0,90



4. Analyse and discussion
The Variation of the elastic modulus depending on the experimental factors is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4, Response surfaces of the Young's modules of warp and weft

The first impression from the response surface of Figure 4a refers to the significant difference in the
influence of both factors. It is obvious that the stress of the warp threads in the weaving cycle slightly
alters the elastic resistance of the fabric on the warp direction. The variation in the aggregate
stretching on the whip roll of = 6,5 ÷ 9,5 , as well as the centre of the experimental area at= 8,0 as a mean load over approximately 11,000 warp threads is reduced to ≅2,5 ⁄ for one warp thread. Thus the average stress level approaches the boundary elastic tension
of the twisted cotton yarn and the twisted chemical silks in the weaving warp. The high stress state of
the warp threads determines the relatively constant level of the elastic module of the warp in two
directions. The warp threads are stressed enough and the variations in the stretching of the warp no
longer affect their behaviour. This deduction is confirmed by the uniform, smooth shape of the
dynamometrical rheograms on warp where the specific mechanical characteristics of the two types of
warp threads are not profiled.

The influence of the weft spacing on the elastic resistance of the fabric on warp is subject to major
changes. The presence of an extreme area at the maximum weft spacing around ≅ 575 ⁄
is a testimony of the boundary saturation of the fabric and the weave by weft threads. In essence, this
maximum serves as a benchmark for optimizing of the weaving. Increasing the elastic resistance of the
fabric on warp at increasing the weft density is an indicator of the augmented cohesion between the
warp and the weft. At the same time, the free length of the warp threads between two wefts decreases
and this is another reason to increase the strength of the fabric on warp.

The decrease in elastical resistance, expressed by the reduction of the Young’s modulus after the
boundary weft spacing of about ≅ 530 ⁄ , is due to the depletion of the elastic capacity of
the warp threads. The increased density of the weft threads causes further waveform deformations of
the warp threads during the interlacing and the warp run-in. Their respective additional elongation
passes the boundary elastic elongation of the twisted cotton yarns. The decreasing elastical resistance,
i.e. the drop in the Young’s modulus is a testimony to exhausted elastic capacity. In this sense, the
maximum values of the Young’s modulus can serve as an optimization criterion.

The influence of the weft spacing and the stretching of the weaving warp on the elastic resistance
of the fabric on weft is shown in Figure 4b through the Young’s modulus response surface. Already in



the experimental rheograms of the dynamometric tests, figure 2, the specific character of both the
wool single yarns and the twisted chemical silks appears.

The main tendency in the influence of the experimental factors is the reduction of the elastic
modulus with the simultaneous increase of the weft density and the warp stretching. This is mainly
due to the highly stressed warp threads, which cause increased waveform deformations of the weft
threads. The reduced resistive elasticity, i.e. respectively, increased elongation is a logical
consequence.

In the surface of the response, three tendencies in the influence of the weft density on the elastical
resistance of the fabric on weft stand out. With a low-stretched warp, ≅ 6,5 , the weft
density does not affect the Young’s modulus, which maintains constant values around ≅3,05 . Bigger quantity of the weft threads logically does not alter the elastical features. At average
stretching of the weaving warp, which coincides with the centre of the experimental factor, the
increase in weft density results in a reduction in the elastic modulus ≅ 3,2 ↘ 2,8 . The
simultaneous impact of the two experimental factors is due to the additional stress that occurs in the
weaving warp due to the increased number of wefts. In turn, the more heavily stressed warp threads
cause greater run-in, or else larger waveform deformations of the weft threads. The clear drop of the
elastical modulus, depending on the weft spacing at maximum stretching of the warp ≅ 9,5 ,
confirms the physical explanation of the cohesion and the deformation of the warp and weft threads.

The isotropy of the woven fabric has a practical meaning when viewed in plain state. Also, the
basic property whose behaviour in the various directions on the fabric has operational significance is
the elasticity, which is represented in the case by the Young’s modulus. Absolute orthogonal
symmetry, i.e. = = 1,0⁄ , cannot be achieved with a woven fabric as a technological
product. From this point of view, the relationship between the two boundary elasticities: on warp and
on weft can only produce a relative assessment of the achieved isotropy with practical significance.

Figure 5, Response surface of the ratio between the warp and weft modules

Firstly, the maximum value of the ratio ≅ 2,9 is at the maximum value of the experimental
factors. The maximum weft density and maximum stretching of the warp are technological conditions
in which the woven fabric acquires maximum mass (fibrous) density and homogeneity. It is obvious



that the homogeneous contexture of the fabric is not a condition for plain isotropy. In this case, the
different fibrous composition and the mechanical properties of the weaving threads: yarns and twisted
chemical silk influence. Second is the role of the average by value stretching of the warp ≅8,0 , which coincides with the central field of the experimental factor. A smooth zone of stability of
the modulus is plotted on the groove in the response surface, which slightly increases with
increasing the weft density. Apparently, under this maintained stress of the warp threads, the mutual
waveform deformation of the warp and the weft has approximately the same parameters in increasing
the weft density. The minimal plain isotropy, expressed by the ratio ≅ 1,75, is due to the minimum
weft density at ≅ 425 ⁄ and to the relatively increased stretching of the warp with≅ 8,5 . At the same experimental factor value, the Young’s modulus on warp shows a
minimum value, whereas the weft modulus shows maximum values. From the point of view of the
simultaneous satisfaction of the technological and operational requirements for the fabric, its plain
isotropicity is of a compromising character and can compose one of the optimization parameters of the
weaving cycle.

5. Conclusion
The increase in the weft density results in an increase in the homogeneous distribution of the mass in
its multilayer volume, but does not increase the isotropicity between the directions of the warp and the
weft. The isotropy of the double fabric in the sense of orthogonal symmetry of the elastic resistance
can be achieved by some extent as a compromise between the warp stretching and the weft spacing.
The next development of this study should be accompanied by structural analysis of the fabric and
determination of the geometric parameters of the warp threads and the wefts.
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Abstract. For the first time 3D structures can now be produced on large circular knitting 

machines. Till date, such structures could only be manufactured on flat knitting machines. 

Since large circular knitting machines operate much faster, this development increases the 

overall productivity of 3D knits. It thus opens up a totally new avenue for cost reduction for 

applications in sportswear, upholstery, aerospace and automotive industry. The following paper 

presents the state of the art regarding the realisation of three dimensional fabrics. In addition, 

current knitting technologies regarding three dimensional formations will be explained. Results 

of the pretrials explaining the change in knitted fabrics´ dimension, executed at the Institut für 

Textiltechnik of the RWTH Aachen University, will be presented. Finally, the description of 

the 3D knit prototype developed will be provided as a part of this paper. 

1.  Introduction 

 

The advantage of flat-knit technology lies in its possibility of great pattern variety up to three 

dimensional structures. The production using flat knitting technology is limited in productivity by the 

discontinuous movement of the carriage and the amount of feeding systems (4-6). In comparison to 

flat knitting machines the productivity in terms of m²/min is higher due to the continuous movement of 

the needles as well as due to the higher amount of feeding systems (up to 144) (Table 1). As a result, 

large circular knitting machines are used for mass production in industry in order to produce T-Shirts 

or mattress covers. In order to realize the final product, the textile is produced as a fabric roll. The 

material is then cut and sewn in a downstream process in order to get the final ready-to-wear product. 

Using the current state of the art technologies, three-dimensional products cannot be produced on large 

circular knitting machines. In this paper, the term 3D does not include seamless knitting, i.e. producing 

knitted tubular garments without side seams requiring only minimal sewing operation to complete the 

final garment. [1] This technology is commercially used for fashion application and produced by 

seamless machines by e.g. Santoni Srl, Brescia, Italy. [2]  

Three-dimensional weft knitted fabrics can be realized by the use of flat knitting machines. 3D 

knitting eliminates process steps of the assembly, such as cutting and joining. 3D knitting allows the 

production of three-dimensional knitted fabrics in one process step on a single machine. [3] 

The main advantages of 3D knitted fabrics are: [4] 

 Production of complex 3D shaped knitted fabrics  

 Drapability characterics of knitted fabrics 

Current techniques allow the creation of three-dimensional weft knitted fabrics by: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 Combination of different mesh heights / sinker heights (flat and small circular knitting) 

 Flat knitting process: Variation of the number of active needles between courses ("needle 

parking") in order to add loops [3,5] 

The advantages of 3D knits has been an active area of research in using 3D flat knits for composite 

applications [4, 6, 7] 

Table 1. Comparison of flat and large circular knitting technology [8, 9, 10, 11] 

 Flat knitting  Large circular knitting 

Principle of needle 

movement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discontinuous needle 

movement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuous needle movement 

Amount of feeders < 6 44-144 

Needle Speed 1.3 m/sec 2.2 m/sec 

Knit-to-wear 

production 

Final product 

Knit and wear 

- Not possible 

- Designed for mass production 

- Fabric roll 

Flexibility 

- Machine width limits 

the product´s width 

- 3D structures realizable 

- Online decrease and 

increase of loops 

- (needle parking) 

- High limitations regarding pattern 

& color variety 

- No 3D structure possible 

 

The approach undertaken at the division of knitted fabrics at the Institut für Textiltechnik of the 

RWTH Aachen University, Aachen (ITA) focuses on the development of three-dimensional knits with 

a goal of increasing overall efficiency by exploiting the benefits of large circular knitting machines. 

The combination of high productivity with an increased flexibility leads to a reduction on costs in the 

production of final knitted products for industrial applications (sports industry, medicine, automotive, 

aeronautics and astronautics sectors). 

The paper presents a prototype of a three dimensional knit by the use of large circular weft knitting 

machines (patent application). This is the first global development of such a technology which 

promises a substantial increase in overall efficiency for the development of 3D knitted products.   

2.  Design of sewing pattern in textiles 

A three-dimensional textile structure results from joining of two-dimensional sections. These 

sections are shaped in their outline in such a way that the 3D model intention is realized by the 

combination of the cuts. [12] Cutting patterns represent the two-dimensional components of a (three-

dimensional) garment. The cutting design is part of the design process and product development. The 

pattern is the basis for garment production. The development and dimensioning of cutting patterns for 

different clothing sizes, called grading, are complex tasks. The designer or cutting technician creates a 

three-dimensional garment made of unstable two-dimensional fabric cutouts that cannot be worn by a 

flexible body in its current form.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

In garment manufacturing, the manual creation of cutting patterns has been replaced by availbale 

CAD based systems. Commercially, these systems are sold by Gerber Technology GmbH, Ismaning, 

Germany, Lectra Systems SA, Paris, France, Optitex Europe, Milano, Italien, PAD System
TM

 

International Limited, Hong Kong, China and TukaTech, Los Angeles, CA, USA. [12, 13, 14, 15] 

In order to adapt a garment to the physical requirements of the 3D body, two methods are 

commonly used in the garment industry. These two methods are: (a) Reduction of surplus area and (b) 

Addition of fabric material. Reduction of material is achieved by means of darts, seams, folds or 

gathers. Surface addition is possible by inserting additional material. By reducing or adding material, 

circumferential differences, for example, between the waist region and the chest region, are 

compensated. In Table 1 the principle of the addition and reduction of the area using the example of a 

conical shell is illustrated. [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] 

Table 1. Principle of material addition and reduction using the example of a conical shell [14] 

 

3.  State of the art 

The technique of so-called needle parking is widespread in the production of 3D knitted fabrics on flat 

knitting machines. The technique of needle parking includes two operations of shaping: 

 Extension: Increasing the number of active work needles  

 Constriction: Reducing the number of active working needles  

On flat knitting machines, needles can either be activated or deactivated by electronic needle selection. 

Both operations are performed by activating and deactivating of individual needles. While increasing 

or decreasing the number of active needles, some needles remain inactive for a certain time. The 

inactive needles hold the last knitted loop. The flat knitting take down continuously increase the 

tension on the stitches which are "parked" on inactive needles. The load to be applied to the yarn leads 

to a distortion of the loop. Exceeding the maximum tensile strength of the thread during the load 

application process leads to thread breakage. Using the method of needle parking for knitting three-

dimensional structures, the main task is to transfer the three-dimensional shape to a two-dimensional 

pattern. The forming operations (increasing or decreasing the number of knitting needles) are 

determined by the two-dimensional pattern. [3, 4, 5, 6] 

Small circular knitting machines have a pendulum function for the production of socks or bandages. 

The product width is queried on the basis of the machine size. Small circular knitting machines have a 

Principle 2D fabric Cutting pattern 3D structure (garment)

3D by material 

addition

3D by material 

reduction



 

 

 

 

 

 

diameter less than 165 mm. The production of a sock´s pendulum heel element is a special feature of 

the small circular knitting machine.   

The loop height set by the sinker process parameter can be varied online for each course by flat and 

small circular knitting machines. By varying the loop height, the length of the fabric in wale direction 

increases. By knitting with different sinker heights in different courses, a three-dimensional shape can 

be realized. One product example of the sinker height variation is the circular knitting of jersey fabrics 

on separate needle beds with different setting conditions. Changing the mesh length from row to row 

results in a change of circumference. On flat knitting machines, the sinker height can be adjusted 

automatically during knitting. As a result, the variation in mesh length can be easily controlled thus 

leading to the creation of a 3D shape by changing the mesh lengths. [5, 19] 

Current large circular knitting machines produce fabric tube being cut to a 2D fabric. So far, no 

three-dimensional elements can be knitted by large circular knitting machine. Neither the function of 

needle parking nor the pendulum function can be executed by this technology. Since this technology is 

used for mass production, the design of high productivity is first priority. As a result, the needles move 

continuously, whereas needle parking or pendulum functions would lead to a discontinuous 

movement. This discontinuous movement would decrease productivity to a non-profitable level of 

operational costs.  

4.  Concept development 

The development follows the VDI construction guideline 2221 and 2222 [20, 21]. One important 

requirement for the 3D development has been realizing 3D elements without changing the continuous 

movement character of large circular knitting machines. Also, the hardware modification is supposed 

to stay to a minimum in order to increase the chance for dissemination of the structure to industry. 

Jacquard large circular knitters are supposed to easily adapt to the new way of knitting with a 

minimum hardware investment. Ideally, 3D patterns should be realizable using a standard jacquard 

knitting machines (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Research field at ITA 

Firstly, current state of the art of creating 3D structures by the use of cutting pattern has been 

analyzed. In order to create a 3D volume out of a 2D fabric, so-called darts are integrated during the 

design process. Moreover, the interdependencies between different knitted structures – e.g. tight and 

loose patterns – lead to a “bulge” effect of the entire fabric. The interdependencies between five 

different (standard) pattern/structures have been analyzed specifically overall mesh density and drape 

effect have been studied in detail. As discussed, dimensions of weft knitted structures can be varied by 

process and machine parameters [22]. Figure 2 shows results of an executed effect analysis on single 

knit width and height by varying yarn tension, yarn elasticity, fineness as well as structural elements 

(tuck/miss). Moreover, the three dimensional behavior of the structures have been analyzed optically 

using the DRAPEtest by Textechno Herbert Stein GmbH & Co. KG, Mönchengladbach and the image 

processing software ARAMIS of the Gesellschaft Optischer Messsysteme (GOM) mbH, 

Braunschweig. [8]  
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Figure 2: Effect analysis on process parameters´ influence on width and height of single knit 

Although varying process parameters can add or reduce the fabric volume, the range of variable 

dimensions is limited and will not lead to full material reduction or addition as desired. As a result, a 

pattern enabling the machine to produce the desired dart structure has been developed. A 3D half 

dome prototype according to desired 3D measurements has been knitted successfully (Figure 3).  

The development uses polyester textured multifilament of three different fineness (1 ply à 167 dtex, 2 

plies à 167 dtex, 3 plies à 167 dtex). Moreover, the investigations have been worked out on a single 

Jacquard large circular knitting machine at ITA, type BSJEM 1.3 manufactured by Beck GmbH, 

Albstadt, Germany. The E16 large circular knitting machine is 19 inches in diameter, is equipped with 

960 needles and 24 knitting systems. The surplus material can be reduced without changing the 

continuous needle movement. The principle shown in Table1 has been consulted in order to develop 

the knitting of three-dimensional structural elements by large circular knitting machines. Since the 

development is based on programming, the hardware of the used standard jacquard machine has not 

been changed. 

 

Figure 3. Prototype of a 3D large circular weft knitted fabric 

Through this effort, we have shown that 3D knitting is possible using common large jacquard circular 

knitting machines. Future applications where such a technology can be readily used are medical, 

automotive, the sport textiles as well as the aerospace sectors.  
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